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That the country writhes in the grip of spies more
omnipresent than in the darkest days of Tsarist Russia?
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trained observer and an accurate recorder

Mr. Peffer went to Korea with a mind open
to conviction, seeking only to get the truth.

In this he succeeded, and his disclosures are

amazing.
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The Truth About Korea

Chapter

T he

world,

sore

I.

—

stressed

General Survey

as

have talked to foreign residents,

added
unto
has
Korea.
problem:
itself
a new
Like the Balkans, like Turkey,
To
like China, it will not down.

to

the contrary, it is destined to
press upward to the surface until
in
one
way or another, by
methods of peace or those of war,

shopkeepers,
to
village peasants,
to Christian pastors and Buddhists,
to young students of both sexes, to

it

is,

The
settlement.
“Mansei” that went up so
suddenly and so dramatically the

demand

will
cry of
it

March may not
heard
around
the
world, but its echoes will.
The single outstanding impression left on one who spends even
a fleeting day in Korea is that
first

have

day of
been

last

there is to be no peace. The
uprising of last March is not
ended; it has only begun.
There
will be uprisings again and again
one was planned to be held last
month there will be much blood

—

shed and
finite

more suffering.
issue has been joined

A
and

deit

have to be fought out. The
Koreans are inflexibly determined
to throw off Japanese dominion: it
need hardly be said that the Japanese are equally determined to maintain it.
Without assessing blame
on either side or analysing causes
that much can be said without

will

challenge.

A
may

word
l>e

of personal explanation
necessary.
I
have just

come out

of

spent

its

Korea

after a month
various centers, in
large cities and small villages.
I
in

the independence
wealthy aristocrats
of the old yang ban or noble class,
to wealthy business men and small
leaders

movement,

of

to

those who have been imprisoned
scores of them to Japanese officials
up to Baron Saito, the GovernorGeneral.
I tried
to get a representative
picture of the situation as seen
from every point of view. I went
there
unbiased
and
impartial,
without pre-conviction, to report
what I saw and the reasops therefor.
And I shall attempt in these
articles only to state what I saw
and what I believe to be the reasons for what I found, to give the
Korean case as it was put to me
and also the reply of the Japanese of both the official and nonofficial classes.
But while I shall
be purely objective in the reporting pf what I saw and was told,
I shall
not pretend to be nonpartisan in my own conclusions.
I
cannot pretend, having seen
what I have, to Ije any longer

—

without convictions.
I do not believe any unprejudiced
foreigner could live in Korea or
even stay there a short time without acquiring an active sympathy
for the Koreans and a vigorous
belief that Japanese rule of Korea
has been grossly unjust. It may be
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said even further that, whatever
Japan’s policy may be in the
future, its record in Korea in the,
past has demonstrated almost conclusively its unfitness to rule the
Koreans or any other alien people,
perhaps. Also it is impossible for

—

man who

lives in China and
the trend of its events
for the last few years not to become profoundly impressed by the
sinister parallels
and to see in
Korea a terrible warning for China.
That, too, I shall attempt to point

any

has seen

out.
I have just
stated as a qualification Japan’s future policy. For

Japan

has

officially

that it will change its
already changed it, in
on that announcement
sumed, and the world
ed, that the incident is
it has done penance,

announced
has

policy,
fact.

And

it has ashas assum-

closed, that
that Korea
has been given satisfaction, that
The
all is to he well hereafter.

There is now in the heart of
Korea, of every Korean, a bitterness against Japan that cannot be
expunged at least for a generation,
if then.
It is a bitterness that has
grown slowly and cumulatively in
the ten years of oppression since
annexation and was permanently
fixed by the harshness it is not
too strong to say cruelty with
which the unarmed and peaceful
demonstrations
of
Mai'ch
were
crushed.
The Japanese may now

—

may

that

the blood of their veins. Before that bitterness, reforms, even
the reforms they have asked and

openly

lin

first

place, it should

be

the second place, from what I saw
of the official attitude of the Japanese, I do not believe those reforms
will go to the roots of the grievances that have caused the rising. In
the third place, the Koreans themselves are to a man skeptical of
Japan’s intentions and even of its
sincerity; I do not say that skepticism is justified, I only state it as
an undoubted fact. In the fourth
place, and this is the heart of the
situation, the chasm that has been
dug between the two peoples is too
deep and wide for bridging. There

less.

point,

been

satisfied

And

they

or

under

I

will

cover

struggle,

—to

the

racial suicide.

believe, of

It is not a matter of whether or
not they are legally entitled to
independence, whether or not in
the present state of international
morality Japan can reasonably be
expected to grant independence,
whether or not Korea is yet
independence.
The
qualified for
Koreans do not even think of those
It is a
questions, they refuse to.
matter of hatred, not reason. It is
not for other people to say whether or not they are justified. But
it is impossible not to face that
as the basic, central fact and it is
necessary to state it as such and
And
to realise its consequences.

possible to find
causes.

is

it

late.

this:

now no

have

with, are as nothing. They want
independence, and only independence.
They may not win it, may
not win it for decades or ever, but
they will be satisfied with nothing

possibility of compromise.
immaterial whether or not
Japan grants any reform. It is too
is

It

be regarded as

is in

of that.

that those reforms are yet
In
the thin air of promise.

resti-

theore-

matters of instinct. And it is a
matter of instinct now with the
Koreans. They do not reason; they
do not claim to be logical. Their
bitterness is implanted in them; it

would before

In the

at

satisfaction to Korea
and even
victory.
But racial attitudes are

assumption is wholly baseless; I
do not think there is a foreigner
in Korea, I do not think there is
knows anything
anybody who
about Korea, I do not think there
is a Japanese who faces the situation frankly, who has any doubt

said

make

realise their error and
tution.
And looked
tically,

—

its

and

to state

is

But

make

no

mistake

about

instinctive as the determina-
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tion may be, it
is
not being executed blindly. To the outer world
Korea may be quiescent; inwardly
The
it is seething with activity.
Government”
that
“Provisional
lately sat at Shanghai is not a
comic opera fancy. Under the suris
face Korea
today completely
organised
and,
almost literally
underground, that organisation is
functioning. Its existence is known
to the Japanese; no secret is revealBut its pered in talking of it.
sonnel, the method or its activities,
its location and its support have
the
Japanese completely baffled.

Their

many

veritable

army

of

spies,

them renegade Koreans,
avails them nothing.
They make
of

arrests by the hundreds, but whom
they have they do not know, and
they punish the innocent with the
guilty.
But arrests or not arrests,
the organisation goes on nevertheless.
Even the Koreans who are
in it are largely ignorant of its
secret.
They know only their own
part. And even of those same renegade Koreans who serve Japanit
is
as spies
understood that
there are some serving the organisation, serving it by reporting Japan-

5

ese inteptlons and deceiving the
That, too, is no secret.
Japanese.
The Japanese know it; they have
caught some doing that. It is the
atmosphere of the melodrama, and
to

live

now

in

Korea

is

thrilling.

True, the end may reveal it as
Probably it will; but it
tragedy.
will be an historic tragedy.
Such, then, is the situation in
It means strugbroad outlines.
gle;
an unspectacular struggle,
perhaps, but a relentless one and
probably to a decision. But it will
not be the conventional struggle of
force.
The Koreans are unarmed
and have neither the means nor the
of
becoming armed
under the rigorous Japanese surveillance.
It
will
be a war, on

possibility

their

part,

of

non-resistance,

a

campaign of passive strategies.
And, bearing in mind the lessons
of the March uprising, it may be
the more effctive for that.
Time
will tell, and deliver judgment on
the cause.
I have now stated the situation
as it exists. I hope next to give
the reasons leading up to it and its
various elements in greater detail.
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CHAPTER

II.

The Belgium Of The Far East

T he

animosity between Japan
and Korea goes back far
beyond the lives of this generation.
The whole history of the two
peoples has not been such as to pro*
duoe friendliness. Korea is the Belgium of the Far East.
Its soil
has been the historic battleground and its people the innocent
victims.
Mongol and Mamchu, Chinese and
Japanese and
its' own rival tribes have struggled
over it for centuries.
And whether by accident or design or fate,
it has always suffered most from
the Japanese.
There are still scars of the
famous invasion of the Japanese

warrior Hideyoshi in
the last
decade of the sixteenth century,
when whole provinces were laid
waste and their inhabitants massacred.
And in the 1890’s came
the rivalry
of
China and Japan
for parnmountcy and the ChinaJapan war, with the victory of
Japan.
Then
succeeded
the
Russo-Japanese rivalry, culminating in the war of 1904 and again
the victory of Japan.
Then followed the Japanese protectorate
and in 1910 the Japanese annexation.

Now, the part

of Japan in the
twenty years before annexation was not unmixed with
bad
faith.
Up to the Russo-Japanese
war it undoubtedly had the sympathy of most of
the Western
world and of most of Korea. Of
the two Japan was then the preferable, because the Tsarist imlast

perial policy was as death-dealine
as it was greedy and unscrupulous.
And while Russia steadily

and
remorselessly
encroached,
treaties
Japan
in
successive
pledged itself to respect Korean
integrity;
treaties
were
those

made rot only with Korea but
with the Western Powers.
In the war with Russia, therefore, Japan had the active sympathy and even support of Korea.
But even before that war was
over Tokio showed, clearly enough
seems now, its intention
as it

to

close forever its

The

grip.

too complicated to repeat
now, and perhaps too well known.
The tactics were the same as we
have seen in China in the last two
or three years; supporting corrupt
elements, purchasing of the corruptible, stuffing official posts with
dummies, dictating to those dummies acts foreclosing the nation’s
Of the fact that
independence.
Koreans sold themselves and their
country there is no palliation, and
for permitting it the Korean peo-

story

is

ple must stand some measure of
could
responsibility even if they
their Government.
not control
But of the unscrupulousness of
Japanese tactics there is also no

At any rate, from
1907 to 1910 the annexation was
and its
a foregone conclusion,

palliation.

was
a
consummation
Even so there
formality.

mere

nothing admirable in the picture of
over
Japanese officials standing
the Korean ruler and his cabinet
while
the
with drawn swords
manidictated
Koreaxis wrote
festoes making over the kingdom.
It was a forced conquest as clearly
had been armed
there
as if
invasion.
is

Notwithstanding all this, Japan
had the opportunity to make
of its conquest a contented colony.
For under their own rule the lot
was so
of the Korean masses
meager and that rule so rotten
and corrupt and parasitic, and
the resulting decay so evident.
still

THE TRUTH ABOUT KOREA
administration
honest
that an
and a
giving material benefits

moderate amount of freedom and
fair dealing would in a few years
have been welcomed by contrast.
That was Japan’s great opportunity.
It would have accomplished more than add to its dominion
a contented Korea; it would have

made

China,

decay,

less

similarly
facing
resolute in fighting

Japanese encroachment, it would
have given the Chinese people less
but that opens a
fear.
.

.

.

separate issue that must be dealt
with later.

At any

rate

Japan

not

did

Whether
realise its opportunity.
swollen by the vanity of unexpected conquest or intoxicated by the
grandioseness of its new impenai
dreams, or merely stupid, it did
not even recognise the opportunity
and may be does not even now.
It gave an honest administration
and a certain amount of material
benefits

—

of

which also more

—but

later

did not give even
an infinitesimal degree of freedom
or any recognisable degree of
in detail

fair-dealing.

it

It

Korea a serfdom.

has

And

made
this

of

now

result
always and everywhere in the
world.
Korea has risen, determined never again to be put down.
Serfdom is not too strong a
word. Of rights the Korean has
Politically he
had almost none.
has no representation. Some of
is

the result, the

logical

have been Korean, it
been nominBehind them has always been
al.
the Japanese adviser or deputy in
whose hands lay all authority.

the
is

oflicials

true, but office has

Economically he has been discriminated against in every posof
Special privileges
sible way.
all kinds have gone to the Japantaken the
ese, the Korean has
The
leavings if there were any.
sources of wealth are almost exJapanese hands, the
clusively in
chances of creating new wealth
toward
turned
have all been
Japanese hands. Of freedom of

7

speech there has been none. No
more than three Koreans have
been able to hold a meeting, if
Freeonly for special purposes.
dom of the press not only has
been non-existent, but there is
not even today a newspaper in
the Kor-ean language edited by a
Korean.
Of schools there are more than
Korean
old
there were in the
regime, but they deliberately and
often aibhouestly implant Japanese teachings and a purely Japanese culture; the Korean child is
taught to despise his own civilisaof
tion, though it is the source
Japanese civilisation. The prinall
are
cipals of the
schools
Japanese, the textbooks are practically all Japanese, the Japanese
language is used almot exclusively

as the

medium

of instruction.

W^here the Korean child is taught
his own language at all it is as
a literary language, almost as a
foreign tongue.

And there you have the key to
It
Japan’s policy assimilation.
is the avowed intention of Japan
to assimilate the Koreans. There-

—

to
fore their history is forcibly
be forgotten, their traditions are
language
to be extirpated, their
is forced into disuse, their civilisation stamped out except where it
Japanese
is
in
the
reflected
civilisation which is to replace it

and to which it itself gave birth.
In that word assimilation you will
always find the key to KoreanJapanesp relations. So long as
Japan makes assimilation its goal,
so long will there be struggle,
even if there be content on other
grounds.
And Japan, though
promising specified reforms,
not announced

its

has

abandonment

of that goal.
And that in the
face of the lesson of all history,

with Poland, Alsace-Lorraine and
the former subject races of
the
Austrian Empire before
it as
warning. All human experience
teaches that no race
with
any
marked racial identity has ever

THE TRUTH ABOUT KOREA
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been stamped out short of extermination and
that the more race
culture is repressed and restrict-

more marked becomes its
more intensely it is
and cherished.
And the

ed, the

identity, the
felt

Koreans, remember,

date

their

history and their civilisation back
4,000 years and are a people cor-

respondingly proud.

On top of all this and as an
irritant perpetually rubbing it all
to the point of soreness has been
the curse of
officialism.
Some
writer on Korea a few years ago
said that the
Hermit Kingdom
had become the Permit Kingdom.
It is true.

Never was a country

so overrun with officials, nowhere
are officials so omnipresent.
The
length to which official regulations
have been carried can be described
only as ludicrous
ludicrous, that
people whom
is, to all but the
they irk. A Korean dare scarceofficial
perly breathe without
mission, or at least official registration.
And these regulations
have been carried out with a
An
literalness that is absurd.
that
official ordinance prescribes
every Korean in a certain town

—

The
a
fly-swatter.
out
inevitable inspector is sent
to see that the ordinance is enforced.
He comes to a household
where there are a mother and
father and three children, the
youngest a baby of ten months.
There are only four fly-swatters.
the
So
The baby has none.
The law had
family is fined.
been disobeyed. And this is an
authentic case.
must

have

Not all the officialism is so
harmless, however, or so trivial.
I shall give specific proof of that
Officialdom is
statement later.
the world,
officialdom all over
but in few places has it been more
The
obnoxious than in Korea.
Japanese colonial bureaucrat is
In Korea he
rarely a high type.
is in the overwhelming majority
The old gendarmerie
a low one.
now technically abolished and

—

—

have
the old police
cruel.
nical
and

been tyran-

The petty
bureaucrats have been mean and
unrelenting as only petty bureauwith
crats can be when clothed
a
unlimited power exercised on
people without means of redress.
Small des.pots, they have exercison a helpless
ed their despotism
people in the most maddening of
ways. However good the intentions of the highest officials may
have been at times, these are the
men who have had to carry out
these intentions; however sincere
Japan’s present desire for reform
may be, these are the men who
will have to carry it out. And it
is
doubtful whether they can
change their character merely because it is so ordered or voluntarily lessen their authority when
there is no possibility of appeal
against them.
For while the
heads of the government and the
various departments have been
changed, the under-officials, those
v^ho come into direct contact with
the people, are
the
same. And
there is in addition the clash between the military and civil authorities.

The

civil

authorities

may

decree wisely, the
military
authorities thwart them.
And
the former can do nothing, for
it is the military that rules
not
only Korea but Japan.
In fairness to Japan it may be
said that this is a description of
the condition of Korea as it existed up to March 1, 1919, and that
since then there has been
a
in regime and Tokio has
declared its purpose of remedying
these grievances.
But it should
also be said that, with
the exception of a few trival and negligible matters, this declaration
has yet to be made good.
Substantially, the condition of Korea

change

is

now what

what
lion.

new

it

it

was

in

March and

has been since

annexa-

Whether Baron

Saito, the
Governor-General, will carry
his declaration and whether

out
be can, without a change in the

THE TRUTH ABOUT KOREA
whole

official

personnel

down

to

the lowest clerk, remains to
be
seen; so also does it remain
to
be seen whether his own conception of reform is deep enough to
have any effect on the Koreans.
What that conception is I shall
give later as he gave it to me in
the form of an interview.
At any

rate,

this

9
is

the condition that

goaded the Korean people into reprebellion and brought on the

And it
sent inevitable conflict.
is that I am seeking now to make
clear.
In the succeeding articles
I shall give in detail these grievances of Korea under their various heads.

•3

J

J’

•

L
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—
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CHAPTER

III.

Korean History Destroyed
W1SH

to take up fii’st, as best
typical of the restriction of
liberty to which Korea has
been

the Korean.

1

It is not designed to
implant in the Koreans a spirit of
unity, a patriotism, that will fit

subjected, the matter of education.
It is here that
the intentions of
Japan have been best shown. The

government;

last annual report of the Government-General for Korea (1916-1917)
in its chapter on education gives as
the aim of education, "putting
special emphasis on the teaching of
the Japanese language, the enhancement of the habit of industry

and the cultivation

of the national

spirit.”

Those are the three purposes for.
which a Korean child is educated.
Consider them. The first is the
teaching of the Japanese language.
That is carried out with a vengeance. Of the 32 hours a week instruction in the Lower Common
schools
primary
Schools our
eight hours are given over to learning the Japanese language. That
fourth of every child’s
is, one
schooling is in a foreign-language.
Nearly twice a§ much time is given
to Japanese as to any other subject.
The second, enhancement of the
habit of industry, is a praiseworthy
Laziness hds always been
object.
the greatest Korean vice, due to the
plundering of officials; there was
no incentive to work so long as
officials gobbled all surplus above

—

the mere necessities of existence,
as they did. The enhancement of
the habit of industry would be a
boon to Koreans, if they were given

them

at

some future date

for self-

not designed to
make them good Koreans but willing Japanese.
This object is carried out with a
ruthlessness and a deliberateness
as amazing as they are unjust.
Korean history is not allowed to be
taught as such. Immediately after
annexation all books giving Korean
history were confiscated and destroyed. Houses were systematically searched; any literature telling
of Korea’s development was burned
and frequently the man in whose
possession it was found was jailed.
It is today a crime to
own a
Korean history; I have talked to
Koreans who have been beaten and
sentenced to imprisonment of from
it

is

fifteen to thirty days for committing the crime of reading about

own country.
The only Korean history a
Korean child is allowed to learn is
their

that which is given in the Japanese
textbook prescribed in the schools.

And

this
is
an unscrupulously
garbled version. It is intended to
give the child a contemptuous view
of his own country, a glorified one
It teaches, for instance,
of Japan.
that Korea is only 2,000 years old
instead of 4,000 and is the junior of
Japan. It teaches that the Korean
and Japanese emperors were once
brothers. It teaches that Japan
has been the historic protector of

But
exercise.
also scope for its
I shall attempt to show later that
they have not; that economic discrimination is so employed as to
give the Koreans as a mass no real
opportunity for progress. The third

It
at the express wish of Korea.
warps every fact so as to humiliate
Korea and exalt Japan. In quantity
the history of Korea taught is in-

of the national
equally praiseworthy in
the abstract, but the national spirit
that is meant is the Japanese, not

history of Japan, with Japanese
editing; by this editing the whole
world is a kind of offspring of

object, cultivation
spirit,

is

Korea and that

finitesimal.

it

What

annexed Korea

is

taught

is

the

THE TRUTH ABOUT KOREA
temporarily
disinherited
Japan,
but eagerly awaiting restoration
to its patrimony under the fatherly
wing of the Heavenly Ruler, the
Emperor of Japan. That much is
taught of the history of the world;
no more.
The same is true of geography.
That, too, is taught, with Japanese
editing out of Japanese textbooks,
and the map it gives is fantastic.
Even private schools are compelled
to use these books, including the
Christian missionary schools supprivate funds, chiefly
ported by
And both
American donations.
geography must be
history and
taught only by Japanese instrucThat applies even to the
tors.
Chosen Christian College, a union
college in Seoul supported collectively by the American missions.
As with geography and history, so
also of current world events, with
the modification that these are not

taught at all. The Korean child is
as ignorant of what is happening
the
for
around
him except
Japanese
recurring
frequently
of
a
child
the
holidays as

—

—

Hottentot.
And not only subjects, but the
greater portion of the curriculum
is taught in the Japanese tongue,

and after next year it probably will
all have to be taught in that tongue.
Aside from sentiment and justice,
is the disadvantage in this of
having to learn in an unfamiliar
language; it is prajctically as if
a British or American child had to
reading, writing and
learn his
arithmetic in French or Italian.

there

the majority of the teachers
only a few
are Japanese. With
exceptions the heads of the schools
are Japanese; even in the private
mission schools a large proportion
of the teachers, must be Japanese.
Here is an instance.
When the Severance Hospital,
a Christian institution in Seoul,
a medical
establish
to
decided
governschool, it applied to the

And

ment, necessarily, for ,a pernr't.
The director of education was dis-
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couraging, No, said he, he could
not give a permit. The institution’s equipment was too meager.
In what way, he was asked, was it
meager? He' could not specify.
What could be done to bring it up
Well, he could not
to standard?
tell.

Would he recommend

definite

additions and even specify where
they were to lie brought? No, he
could not. But the equipment was
he was
not up to standard and
sorry; the school could nol get a
permit.

The

freshly

organised

faculty

had a council. One member, who
was wise in the wisdom of a
Japanese colony, made a suggesLet us go to the director
tion.
of education, said he, and say that
we should like some Japanese instructors for our faculty and ask

him

to

name them.

director beamed.
pliance. Yes, he

They

did.

The

He was all comwould name the

and he wished the
school all success. But what; of
the equipment, innocently putHn
he who made the suggestion. The
director looked puzzled, hesitated
and then ventured that he had
thought the matter over and deinstructoi-s

cided that the equipment would be
the
fact,
satisfactory. In
quite
school could start right away. And
he beamed. And it did, plus the

Japanese

instructors,

which was

the object.

Not always is it so subtle, however; in most cases Japanese members of the faculty are a stated
prerequisite. And let any school
but commit the slightest infraction
“deof any petty technicality and

mands” are made on it by way of
it must get a Japanese
more Japanese
principal or two

punishment;

teachers or the like. And if it does
not comply, every conceivable
Stacie is put in its path. And this
not with government aided schools
but those supported exclusively by
private funds. Of the five Government high schools in the country
82 teachers are Japanese and 19

Korean,

—
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To the criticism of a warped
education must be added that of
a quantitatively deficient education.
True there are more modern
schools than there were under the
Korean
regime, but
also
the
Koreans pay the taxes for them.
Also there is here discrimination
between Japanese and Koreans in
that while there are facilities for
37,000 Japanese
pupils out of a
Japanese population of 300,000,
there are facilities for only 67,000
*

Korean pupils out of a population
of roughly 17,000,000! For Koreans
the school system consists of Lower
Common Schools, or primary
schools, with a four years’ course.
Higher Common Schools, or High
Schools, and three colleges, medical,
technological and agricultural. But
considering that there are in the
whole
country only
five
high
schools, three lor boys and two for
girls, the ordinary Korean child’s
schooling is a four years’ course
for
Japanese children it is six
years, a further
instance of discrimination.

Now, I have already shown that
even in that four years’ course onefourth of the time is spent in learning the Japanese language. The
other three-fourths is curtailed by
the necessarily slower rate of progress resulting from instruction in
the medium
of
an unfamiliar

Take the residue, then, what
there is of actual learning, as we
conceive the word, in a Korean
child’s school life.
Of the twentyfour hours of curriculum left after
deducting the time given to learning the Japanese language, five are
given to arithmetic, five to the
Chinese characters, which are the
basis of the Japanese and Korean
written language as well as the
Chinese, five to gymnastics, three
to industrial work, two to agriculture, two to
calligraphy, one fb
music and one to what is called
ethics, a code of conduct which is
purely Japanese and teaches how
the emperor should be worshipped
and the like. And that constitutes
the education of ninety-nine out of
a hundred children of Korea.

There

is

may go
you may say,

child

alternative.
A
to a private school,

no

Christian
or nonChristian.
In the first place, that
costs money. In the second place,

curriculum of the private
schools, both missionary and nonmissionary, is virtually dictated by
the government,
the teaching of
the

Japanese is compulsory in them,
and soon the only language spoken in them will be
Japanese. And even so the restrictions on private schools are being
pressed harder and harder and

too,

every

effort, overtly

language;

and, thisi will be even
greater after next year, for an or-

made to drive them
girl may go abroad

dinance issued some years ago
provides that after January 1, 1920.,
all instruction in Korean schools
must be done in the Japanese
language. That
is
to say, the
Korean tongue will be barred entirely
during school hours. Incidentally, if this
law goes into
effect
and there has been no sign
yet of its withdrawal British and
Amencan teachers in the mission
schools will either have to stoop to
learn Japanese or else give up
teaching altogether, for while all
of them talk Korean, none of them
knows enough Japanese to be able

may

—

to lecture in

—

it.

say.

He may

or covertly,
out.

A

not.

No

is

boy or
to study, you
pass-

ports are given Koreans to go to
Great Britain, America or any
othei’ Western
country to attend
school, college or university; when
they go they must make their
escape in coolie cloth’es and if they
are caught they are heavily punished.

They may,

it

is true,

go

to

Japan. But in the first place they
do not want to and in the second
they cannot do even that without
a certificate from the prefect of
they are
if
their province and
graduates of Christian or other
private schools they do not get it.
They may go to Japan without a
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certificate If they like, but

they
over again
if

do they must begin all
In Japan, and no boy or girl of 16
will do that.
And on all this, meager as it Is,
rests perpetually the heavy weight
of
officialdom.
Everything in a
school from the nature and price of
the chalk used to the ancestry of a
teacher
must be reported and
frequently Inspected. It is this
that Irks so terribly, especially the
foreigners in the Christian schools.
One cannot engage a teacher without official permission or dismiss
him without official permission;
and every teacher’s record, in thrice
greater detail than on a passport

must be filed. One
application,
cannot raise the salary of a janitor
without official permission. One
cannot buy twelve new blackboard
erasers without official permission.
Tf in the Chosen Christian college
physics is taught at nine o’clock
and chemistry at ten and the school
wants to reverse the order for convenience it cannot do so without
permission. And perpetually
there are inspections. These have
been somewhat relieved since the
outbreak, because the government
is a little more circumspect, but up
to then an official inspection every
day was not unusual. And the reports on every conceivable detail
out took a
that had to be filled
large part of the teacher’s time and

official

even more of the principal’s. And
last, perhaps summing up best the
atmosphere of education in Korea,
up to two months ago every teacher
wore a uniform and a sword. Think
think of a teacher of little boys
and girls of eight and nine strutting
into a schoolroom ratting a sword!
If it represented nothing else, could
there be a better commentary on a

—

nation’s lack of

humor?
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In fairness to Japan, it should
not be omitted that there has been
a definite official promise to

some

remedy

of these grievances after the

the year.
They may be
gazetted now
any day.
The primary school curriculum Is
to be lengthened to
six years in
comformity with the Japanese
schools and the curriculum also is
to be made to correspond to that
Quantitaof the Japanese schools.
tively there is to be betterment;
but this is only the lesser aspect
question. What stirs the
of the
Koreans most, what is to them the
flagrant injustice, is the compulsorv
Japaniflcation to which their children are subjected in the schools.
Their language is forbidden, their
history is forgotten, their civilisation is scorned, of the outer world
they are allowed to know nothing,
all the vast body of human knowledge is locked to them. Is it any
wonder that they cry out, as
first

of

officially

“Education!
dozens have to me:
Education for
Is this education?

what? For serfs, for hewers of
wood and drawers of water to the
Japanese masters, for slopjobs
around railway stations and to
policemen and seiwants in Japanese
households. For that our children
because they a.re
Japanese. The
memory of their ancestry they are
taught to scorn, their race heritage
they are made to forget, one thing
are taught to exalt— the
they
Japanese empire. Better to have
our old Confucian classical schools,
old-fashioned as they are, or even
are being
taught
a

fitted,

little

no schools at
developed minds
minds.”

And who
not right?

all.

unBetter
poisoned

than

shall say that they are
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CHAPTER

IV.

Where The Pinch Comes
HAYE

said

that

tha professthe
Japanese
in
Korea, the enhancement of tb'e habit of industry

1
ed
aim
school system

of

among Koreans, would be
worthy

praise-

the Koreans were later

if

given scope for

its

exercise.

I

have

said also that it could be shown
that they have not been given such
.scope by the Japanese, I think it
can be shown that the Koreans are

debarred from material progress as
thoroughly as from intellectual progress.

Now, in the first place, you will
be told again and again by travelers
and by Japanese that materially
Japanese rule has been a boon to
Korea, that the Koreans are economically better off than evCT before.
To a certain degree, that is true
and for it Japan should be given all
credit.
Material
benefits
there
have been; splendid roads have
been built where before were only
footpaths; drains have been laid,
substantial
bridges
have
been
have been widenrailway crosses the
country, telegraph and telephone
lines are almost everywhere, waste
land haS' been reclaimed.
Above
all, there
has been the splendid
erected,

streets

good

ed, a

program

of

afforestation

which

is

already turning green the barren,
nude hills of ten years ago. From
all these Koreans
have profitted.
They will admit it, but they will
say also that the profit to them has
been incidental and accidental, that
the material improvements have
been carried out not for their good,
but for that of the Japanese. And
they will point out that only such
improvements have been made as

would
only

profit

when

Japanese
they

and made

profit Japanese,

and also that means are taken by
government
frustrate
to

the

Koreans’

getting

cidental

too

much

ac-

They have

benefltted, they will say, but the credit
is not due to Japanese intentions.
profit.

And

it is true that if you
material development of
country in any aspect, you
find that
those
engaged in

the

take
the
will

the

opened up are
There has been
all
Japanese.
agricultural improvement; the best
owned by the
rice lands
are
government-controlled Oriental Development Company. Rich forest
lands have been cultivated; they
are owned by Japanese syndicates.
Fisheries constitute a considerable
industry: you will search the coast
carefully before finding a Korean
net larger than just enough for hLs
family’s food. Valuable reclaimed
lands give a large annual yield;
it
goes almost exclusively into
Japanese bank accounts. Numerous
import houses do a big business in
the cities: their signboards bear
Japanese names. Why? Well, put
activities

down a
tional

it

large

Korean

has

part

of

it

to tradi-

sloth, to lack of en-

capital, for
lack
of
But there
those factors do exist.
is a large part that cannot be so
explained. It cannot be explained
except in the light of the word
discrimination.
Suppose, say, that a new section
of land has been reclaimed and is
to be parcelled out to settlers for
development. Announcement is so
made by the government. But it is
made in Japanese papers and in

terprise, to

gazettes on police station bulletin
That
boards,
also in Japanese.
immediately excludes a large part
of the population. But assume that
it does not, that Koreans <i.nd Japanese are apprised of the news alike.
Suppose that a group of Koreans
files application for a part of the
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land.
It goes, of course, to the
magistrate, whence it must bo sent
the
governor’s apto Seoul for
proval.
Suppose the Koreans are
the first applicants for the piece of
land designated and no Japanese
apply until three days later. What
Invariably the Korean
happens?
withheld until a
application
is
Japanese application has been filed.
The Japanese application goes forward to Seoul first and the Japanese get the permit and the land.
Often it does not even go so tar.
Often when new forest preserves
are to be awarded or new fishing
rights granted or newly reclaimed
land allotted, word is slipped out
in advance to favored Japanese
and the rights are disposed of before even Koreans are aware that
there are
any.
Suppose, again,
that there happens to be a good
market for grain in, say, Taiku.

Again: In Shen Chen the Chosen
government-owned, of
course has set aside a plot of land
where grain merchants can store

Railway

—

—

their
holdings after its arrival
while they negotiate loans at the
banks. But this plot is accessible
to Japanese only.
Koreans either
cannot negotiate loans or must

build their

own

elevators.

And

if

you go to the railway station at
Pyeng Yang, for example, and look
over the riesha coolies, you will

•

fixid all those
at
the exit to be
Japanese. The Koreans are fifty
yai-ds
back.
They get whoever
may be left, if there is anybody.
The i-ailways, the banks, the tx-ansportation companies, the customs
offlees— all the instruments controlling business
are in government
hands. And the government is all
Japanese and it uses its weight, not
only in large affaix's but in small.
A fox'eign agent in Seoul told
me this story. He had sold a
motor car to a Koi-ean in a small
village for use as a motoi'bus to
and
from the railway station
thirty miles or so away.
The deal
had been closed, a deposit or

A

Japanese merchant and a Korean
merchant buy some near Antung
and bring it down to Taiku by

railway. The Japanese merchant’s
grain will be cleared immediately,
the Korean’s will wait three days.
This is even more true with imJapanese goods go
ported goods.
through the customs in a day oxtwo. Goods consigned to a Korean
or foreigners will wait a week, two
weeks, three weeks.
These axe
not hypothetical cases; they happen every day.

money” had been paid.
and the agent so
notified the Korean.
Then he reqeived a letter.
It was from the
Korean. It said that he had filed,
“bai-gain

The car

ai-rived

his application for a permit for the
car and had been gi-anted it, but
xvhen he had gone to the police foxpermission to draw the necessax-y
ixxoney froixx the bank
such pei---

Hei'e is a definite instance. Last
Spring there was drought in Korea
and the gx'ain crops were severely
affected.
The price went up. Both
Korean and Japanese merchants
rushed to Manchuria, where grain

—

mission has been necessax-y in the
past the police refused. And then
the tinxe within which the permit
was valid expired and soon a
Japanese appeared on the run with

—

—

was

both plentiful and
cheap,
bought
quantities
large
and
brought it down to the South Manchuria Railway
shipment to
for
Southern and Central Korea. And
the Korean-owned stocks were left
to rot in the railway yards v,'hile
the Japanese were rushed down.
The Japanese grain got the fanxine
prices.
By the time the Koreans
got delivery
the price had been
forced down.

15

.

a mo-torbus.

These
Ixar

to

tactics

are

foreigners

not unfaixxi-

who

live

in

Manchuria and Japan; but there a
foreigner can move; most Koreans
can not. They can not, that is,
but nearly a
xxxillion have been
compelled to by such competition,
and the rate of emigration to
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Manchuria
100,000

is

now

estimated

No Korean can get in on
the ‘ground floor’ of anything, even
if he sees the entrance first.
are in their hands wherever we
turn, whatever we do.
can do
their bidding or,
if
we are rich

at

closed.

a year.

We

I said
in
the last paragraph
that Koreans have been compelled to
get police
permission to
draw money out of their own bank
accounts. Since the
uprising in
March that has been mitigated
somewhat, but even today a Korean

who wants

draw more than 1,000
yen at his bank must fill out a
lengthy
document
stating
his

Japanese so-called steward whose
duty it is to supervise all expenditures, to
report
thereon to the

and to forbid
either he or the officials
pen to disapprove.
olficials

any that

may

hap-

Koreans
found high up in commei'cial and financial enterprise?
Is it to be expected that they would
be?
1 have talked to men, wealthy men, who
have business experience, business ability and business ambitions and who have made
It is strange, then, that

are not

business ventures only to find the
Japanese well set against them. To
open any business of any kind a
that
and
permit is necessary
permit will be delayed and delayed
endlessly unless Japanese are given
representation if not control. It is
done in devious ways, of course.
Either the application is not correctly drawn or the Koreans are
cross-exlengthy
isubmitted
to
aminations again and again or
they are unable to buy the necessary stocks except at prohibitive
prices, the stocks being in Japanan unPressure
of
ese hands.
mistakable kind also is brought
Koreans to buy only
to bear on
Chinese merchants
of
Japanese.

me numerous

instances.

“For us,” as a wealthy Korean
town said “there
in a northern
is

enough, retire.
I fortunately am
rich enough. And I am retiring,

though I am
and active.”

to

reasons. And if the reasons are not
satisfactory, be will receive a call
from the police. And in the homes
of the very rich there is always a

gave

We

this future:

shopkeepers,

to act as the small
to

sell

Japanese

manufactures at their

prices.

opportunities

wealth

of

real

All
are

The
*

in

still

my

forties

throttle-hold
on the
is in the hands

real

country, however,

what is known as the Oriental
Development Company. This is
a corpoi’ation
that
was formed
by a Japanese syndicate in 1908,
when the Japanese were clamping
the vise
on Korea. Its capital
was ’0,000,000 yen with shares
at 50 yen.
First the promoters
went to the Korean government
and compelled it to subscribe to
60.000 yen, using the Japanese pi’oof

authorities

tectorate
pressure.

tc

bring

The government, being

penniless of course, could not pay
the shares in money, so the
company took crown land instead.
It chose the land itself and chose
the best rice land in the country.
The government got the paper share
certificates.
Two years later, when
Korea was annexed, the Japanese
government took over all the
Korean government’s holdings and
it got the shares.
These, with the
shares that the Japanese
8,200
government took originally, made
shareholder and
it
the
largest
gave it its present control of the
company. Just as an aside, it is
Japanese
interesting
that
the
subsidy of
government voted
a
300.000 yen a year to the company,
lor

which

of

it

is

the

largest share-

holder.

That

company,

formed

almost

entirely at Korean expense, is the
interlocking directorate that dominates all Korea. The crown lands
by jugglery are the
that it got
most fertile in the country. And

has acquired more and more
devious means, nearly all of
which are unscrupulous. In some
parts it has done so by deliberately

it

by
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depreciating’ the value of the land
may, for instance,
It
it covets.

turn the channel of a stream which
irrigates all the land nearby and
Korean field without
leave the
water; that has been done in in-

numerable districts. It may make
tempting loans to a Korean needing capital and on some pretext
foreclose: that, too, has been done
everywhere. Or it may go into a
district which it seeks to add to
its holdings, buy a small plot at
a high figure and then make the
tenant very
rent to the Korean
low, allowing him in the meantime to live on the land and cultivate it.
The neighboring Korean
landowner, seeing that he can
price for his parcel
get a fancy
and still continue to live on it
at a low rent, also sells his holdAnd then, when the coming.
pany has all the land it wants, up
go the rents suddenly to a prohibitive figure .end the Korean must
Which is the object: to
get out.
compel the Korean to get off in
order to make room for the Japanese. For that is its ulterior motive;
to clear a path for the Japanese im-

migrants.
In this

Oriental

object the

De-

velopment Company has been highly successful.

With

pay the expenses,

its

its

subsidy to

methods

to

clear the ground and its weapon of
discrimination to act as shepherd,

has brought ever and helped to
establish and maintain 3,500 Japanese families. And for every Japanese family that has come over, a
Korean family has had to get out;
for these immigrants do not come
to pioneer on new land, they take
over the best land already cultivated.
How does it replace the
Korean? Well, in the old days,
by summary eviction. A Korean
tenant on Oriental Development
Company property simply got his
notice to get out.
It might be
it

that his

rice

was

that

it

was

ing:

it

did not "natter.

just

planted,

just ready for harvest-

He

got out.

and a

IT

Japanese

stepped into his

place.

And
all

is

Japanese settler
He can buy

the

for

made

easy.

Development
Company
Oriental
property on easy terms, the Korean
cannot on any terms. A Japanese
takes a small farm and pays it off
in ten annual instalments, the purchase price also applying as rent.
The Korean cannot get such terms;
generally he cannot buy a piece of
property unless he has the cash, if
then.
You can trace easily the
penetration.
course of Japanese
Oriental
Development
First the

Company by one means
buying up the property

or another
of

a

dis-

then the arrival of the Japanthen the manuese immigrants;
facture of conditions so as to make
the Korean tenant get out; then
the manufacture of conditions so
as to make it easy for the Japanese
to buy the property for himself;
then the permanent settlement of
the Japanese, then the Korean emigration
Manchuria.
Around
to
Southern Korea, in the district of
which Taiku is the center, such emigration runs into the hundreds of
thousands. It has been one of the
pathetic features of Korea in the
trict;

last

decade.

Where the Oriental Development Company comes, the Korean
must go; that has become almost
an

axiom.

Korea a

before

Just
big

landowner

sorthernmost province
try told

me

thi.s.

I'

felt

in

the

of the coun-

He owned

a very
long

fertile ricefielJ at the foot of a
hill

from whicn his

field

was

plen-

around him
wo^e Japanese who had been
nought in by the company and helped to settle on land it had managed to buy. But as he was wealthy
and not in need of money, he steadfastly refused
all
the company’s
offers.
A few months ago the man
he hires to direct the farming of
the field came to him and reported

tifully

irrigated.

All

that it was
without
water.
He
investigated,
fihe
Japanese had
with nature’s
not been satisfied
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arrangement whereby enough water
flowed down from the hill to reach
their fields after passing his. They
had gone up on the hill above
him and changed the course of the
stream, and now his field is parched.

“Did you protest to the authorasked
He laughed slowly.
“Protest? \ friend of mine near
Pyeng
Yang protested a few
months ago over a similar incident.
The next night he was in jail and
ities?” I

being beaten.
I
don’t remember
what charge they brought against
him, maybe none. Why should I
protest?

I

can

live

even

rice fields are barren.

be beaten

i.n

And

is

if

Why

all

my

should

protesting?”
the state of affairs
not only in agriculture.
In every
I

this

jail for

commerce and indusbranch of
try you find the Oriental Develop-

ment Company
in it or

men

it

or

men

controls.

interested
It is the

great dominating force of Korea;
actually say that it dicates
to the government.
Now, 1 do not want to appear
Westernly hypocritical and self-

some

Financial
barbarity
net a phenomeoion peculiar to
Japan, or even unfair competition
righteous.

is

and

exploitation.
unscrupulous
Corporations
are
corporations
everywhere, and
they have done
these things in other places.
But
this corporation
is
the Imperial
Government of Japan. It is subsidised by that government, it is
owned by that government. And

for its acts the responsibility lies
in that government, for the goverment as government has always aided and abetted the government as corporation. And it
is the same government that has
issued those elaborate and widely
circulated
telling
reports
how
Korea is being made a proisperous,
happy and contented country under its ministrations.
What, then, if habits of industry are inculcated in the Korean

by the Japanese education? How
industry be exercised and
to what good under the Japanese
And to
code of economic ethics

shall

building of
who.se profit, all the
of drains, all
laying
roads and
these material benefits?
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V.

Suppressing Korean Thought
HAVE
1

beeu

degree

of

dealing with the
allowed to

liberty

Koreans under Japanese

The

rule.

conventional tests of a people’s
liberty are
freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. Those are
disposed of easily in the case of
Korea. There is none of either.
Freedom of the press? If the
Christian Messenger, a weekly missionary paper in the Korean language, were to mention casually that
President Wilson was ill, its issue
would be suppressed. If a Korean
magazine there
literary monthly
were merely to use the
is none
words
“League of Nations,” it
would be suppressed and its editors
arrested. If there were a Korean
paper there is none the process
The
of editing it would be this:
they
articles would be written;
would be put into^type; they would
be looked over by the editor. If
they were satisfying to him, they
would then go, not to the presses
but to the government officials.

—

—

—

—

The government
look them over.

officials

If

would

they found

in

anything relating to any
event of contemporary importance
they found anyin the world, if
thing that by any remote interpretation could be charged with re-

them

ferring

to

political

matters,

it

would be banned. If they did not,
the articles would be returned, perhaps in three days, perhap.s in
seven. And then the paper would

And if after appearing some official did not detect anything that he could construe as
seditious the readers would be
allowed to continue enjoying the
paper, otherwise not. That is the
a paper
process. There is not
published in Korea except those
published by Japanese that is not
the government
first perused by
And this applies also to
officials.
go to press.

—
—

missionary publications, even to
the material issued by the Tract
Society.
I have already said that there is
not a Korean newspaper that is
not published or supervised by
Japanese. The principal paper in
the Korean language is the Mail
Sinpo,
published in Seoul as a
direct government
organ. If it
gives news at all, that news is unblushing Japanese propaganda, so
unblushing as to deceive not even
an infant, to say nothing of the
Koreans. I
asked a group of
Koreans why they did not try to
start a newspaper. They laughed
in chorus.
The idea was too absurd
be entertained. Applications
to
have, indeed, been made for permission to start such a paper.
They have been promptly interred
in an official pigeonhole.

Why

a newspaper
missionary
innocent
publication dare not even refer to
the fact that the peace conference
sessions? Or
has concluded
its
when this can happen. A couple of
years ago The Christian Messenger,
missionary weekly, ran an
a
leader
on
Spring. It
editorial
was the usual semi-poetic outpourthe rebirth of
ing how fine was
the year when all things are again
new and fresh and green and men
are heartened anew thereby, etc.
The proofs were submitted to the
designated official. He came to the
leader. His pen paused, suspended
Ha, ha. said he.
in excitement.

when

try to run

an

Spring, rebirth,

new

things, ha. ha.

Incitement to rebellion, a calling to
Koreans to arise and set up a new
Treason!
government! Sedition!
And that issue of the paper was
suppressed.

And

this:

In a Tract

pamphlet issued

some

Society
time ago

—
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there appeared a sentence in which
all Christian Koreans were abjured
to expel the
devil
from within
them. That pamphlet was suppressed
with high indignation.
Devil? said the official to th§
editor, devil? When you say devil
you are referring to Japan, you
are urging Koreans to rise in rebellion!
And instructions were
then issued to all religious publications never to allow the character
for devil to appear in their papers
or books again.

Now

is

it difficult

to realise

why

On one such occasion one
youth in the course of an oration
on an abstract subject said: “There
is nothing we cannot do if we want
to badly enough, we have only to
be determined.” That youth and
ceptible.

‘

three O'thers, officers of the society,
were arrested, the society was forbidden ever to meet again and as
punishment the school had to
engage two Japanese teachers in
place of Koreans. Naturally, the
police said, what he meant was that
if the Koreans want to overthrow
the government they can dO' it.

the Koreans laughed when I asked
them why they did not try to start

And this, as it was told to
involved:
A
the minister

a newspaper? Can
what would happen

time ago while head of a church in
Chemulpo he started a branch of
the Epworth League, a purely religious society, as everybody knows.
Monthly meetings were held, consisting almost entirely of lectures
on religious subjects. At one meetleading
Korean
ing one of the
Seoul Avas
religious workers
in

you imagine
to
an editor
who really expressed an opinion on
anything? So
much for freedom
of the press.

of speech? No meeting
Koreans can be held for any pur-

Freedom
of

pose without

official

permit.

No

meeting can be held, even with
permit, without spies. There is
never a pastors’ conference, there
is never a church service without
spies.
Freedom of speech? A
Korean Methodist pastor delivered
a sermon on the Kingdom of God

its

the case is a classic in Korea. He
was arrested immediately after the
service.
He was sevei-ely reprimanded and threatened with dire

offense were
if the
There is only one Kingdom, he was told the Kingdom of

consequences
repeated.

—

Japan.
In the graduation exercises of
a high school in Pyeng Yang a boy
mention Julius
once chanced to
His notebooks and textCassar.
books were seized by the police;
the whole faculty was examined
and the principal was reprimanded
for allowing dangerous ideas to be
propagated in his school.

—

At another school also in Pyeng
Yang, as I remember there was
last year a literary society, at the
weekly meetings of which youths
habitually delivered themselves of
sentiments to
highfiown
all the
which youths of that age are sus-

—

me by
short

invited to Chemulpo to make the
address.
He did. Immediately
down from the
after he stepped
platform he was taken to the police
station, cross-examined, held until

and then released.
the time came for the next
meeting the name of the lecturer
after midnight

When

and his subject were posted outside
the church as usual. Nothing untoward occurred until an hour
before the meeting was to take place
arrived,
policemen
when two
stationed themselves at the door
and informed everybody concerned
that the meeting could not be held.
Appeal was made to the chief of
police; he confirmed the order. No
explanation was given. The society
never tried to meet again after that.
And I could give the names of a
hundred men who only in the last
two months have been arrested,
beaten and imprisoned for saying
in innocent meetings things as innocent as those I have just quoted.
And I could go on citing these cases
to the end of this column and yet
another and yet seven others. And
incredible as they may seem, I

—
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pledge my word that they are duly
authenticated
instances,
to
be
vouched for by dozens of foreigners
as well as Koreans.

dead

very incredibility
that I have cited them, because
they throw so much light on a
greater
question than
that of
freedom of speech or freedom of
the press. They throw light on the
whole system under which the
Koreans have lived, the whole
system of petty ofBcial tyranny.
It is the cumulative effect of these

wasn’t sad enough!

It is for their

ridiculous restrictions and
interferences that has maddened
them to rebellion. It is the perpetual nagging, the perpetual filling
out of forms, the perpetual visits by
hordes of inspectoi's, the perpetual
arrests and reprimands for minor
infractions of any of an infinity of
regulations, the unchallenged sway
of the bureaucratic
idocies of a
people who have adopted the Prussian
mechanism without really
understanding how it works or
little,

what

it means.
been subjected

Any man who has
questioning on

to

a boat for one day in
Nagasaki, Kobe or Yokohama will

getting

off

and officially she herdead and this when there
has been a death in the family
self

sister,

is

own

the girl’s

sister!

As

if

that

imagine what
a Korean. It is not
difficult
to
imagine
why the
tortures
were
committed
last
Spring, why men were flogged to
death. It is not difficult to imagine
why humble Koreans live in conIt is

life

not

difficult to

means

to

stant terrorisation,
in
constant
fear of official
anger. It
is not
difficult to imagine why the country twists
in
the
grip of spies

more omnipresent

even
than in
understand
Korea you must understand this
officialdom and its psychology. For
these are the men who rule Korea.
Tsarist

To

Russia.

And

in that psychology probably
the explanation of why that rule
has been so bad. Officialdom is
nowhere so conscientious in anything as the
maintenance of its
lethargy, its authority and its jobs
and this is true in Korea in the
superlative degree. The whole sysis

tem

also that in Korea it is for every
day of the year and for everything

founded on misrule and deveritable
pyramid of
deception each grade deceiving that
higher up straight up to the Governor-General
and
the
Tokio

in life.

cabinet.

understand what
understand better

I
if

mean: will
he realises

Imagine this kind
While I was in Korea a
in a village near Seoul

thing:
girl living

of

died.

Her

sister applied for the burial permit.
It

was given but made out

name
was

of

the

living.

sister,

The

changed.

girl

in the

the girl

who

went back

to

Can’t be done, she
was told abruptly. “But this is
my name,” she protested, “I am
not dead.” Can’t be done, she was
told.
“But it is wrong,” she exclaimed. It is not wrong, she was
told, it can’t be wi'ong.
“But it is
my name,” she said again. And
then she was told to get out, to get
out quickly or she would be locked
She knew what that
in a cell.
me^nt. She got out. And she had
to change her name to that of her
get

it

is

ception, a

All

must report

officials

everything as favorable whether it
is so or not; otherwise how hold
their jobs? If a Japanese official

presumed

in his report to the

man

above him to make criticisms, to
suggest that there was anything
wrong, his superior would reprimand him.
In Pyeng
case where

neighboring
strike.

The

Yang

was

the

told of a
schools in a

district

had gone on

all

I

educational
inspector so reported to the magistrate, gave
the reasons therefor
district

and made recommendations.
he
presented
his
report

When
the

magistrate told him to sign another
blank form, so that if any changes
were to be made he could make
them without sending the report

22
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back. The inspector did so. Later
he learned that the magistrate had
written on the blank form “Every:

thing

is satisfactory in this disitrict.

The

schools have an increased attendance and students are leaving
the Christian schools lor ours because 'they do not like hymn
singing.” The inspector took the
hint.
He never again made an unfavorable report. Similarly in one
where the drought was
district
most severe last Spring the farmers
refused to pay their taxes because
they said they had no money and
did.
The
could not eat if they
police went out and seized furniture
and dishes to the value of the taxes.
Then they reported to the prefect:
our
good in
are
“Conditions
The people are paying
district.

that
their taxes willingly.” And
method goes straight to the top.

Last February even before the
had broken out the Korean
students in Tokio presented to the
Imperial Government a petition
grievances of their
stating the
country and praying i*elief. It
revolt

happened that at the time one of
the six highest officials in Korea
was in Tokio. He was called before
a Diet investigation commission.
How does it happen, he was asked,
that alter ten years of our rule this
can be? These people are protesting.
How does it come? He explained
readily. These students,
he said, were merely professional
agitators and malcontents who got
fantastic ideas from students returning from abroad. This is not
true in Korea, itself, he said; there
the people are 4>erlectly contented
and there is no complaint. And
the subject was dropped. That
same official returned to Seoul just
two days before the nation rose in
revolt almost to a man. The deception is carried
right to the
highest authority, and the Korean
people are the victims.
This is the case for Korea in the
past decade. Against this it made
its united and dramatic but costly
protest.
The nature of that protest, its present status and its consequences I shall take up next.
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CHAPTER

The

ON

the
long

First

day of March the
outraged
sense
of

and accumulated wrath of
the Korean people vented itself

justice

The events

by which that outburst was expressed are too well

known now

need more than summary. On
the evening of the preceding day
thirty-three men from all parts of
the country who
had drawn
up a declaration of independence
gathered in the private room of
a restaurant
in
Seoul and telephoned to the police to inform
them that they had done so and
that they were awaiting
arrest.
In a few minutes
police
motor
cars drove up with heavily armed
to

guards.
When they entered the
room, the thirty-three men handed the declaration of independence, quietly entered the motor
cars and were driven off to prison,
where they have been ever since
in solitary confinement.
These

men

were
pastors,
teachers,
wealthy business men,
Confucian scholars and janitors.
Among them were men who had
been inaprisoned in the
famous

students,

Conspiracy Case of eight years
who had been cruelly tortured
and who had learned the price of defiance of Japanese authority.
The next day meetings were
held in all the large towns, the
ago,

declaration

Korean

was

flags

read,
the
old
distributed,

were

impassioned speeches were made
by men of standing in the Korean
community and
the
cry
of
“Mansel” Hurrah, or Long Live
Korea went up from thousands
of throats. Thereafter there were
demonstrations and processions in
every city 'and village from end
to end of the country.
Now, remember, this was a revolt: but
ExceptIt was a unique revolt.

—

—

VI.

Day Of March

first

in a great outburst.
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ing but a few incidents, it was
on the part of
Crowds formed,
Koreans.
the
marched through the streets and
a peaceful revolt

—

That was all.
cried “Mansei.”
They were gathered spontaneously and they were weaponless. And
to the baton and bayonet charges
of the police, gendarmerie and
troops, to the volleys from rifles,

They had
they made no reply.
no reply to make; they had no
weapons with which to reply. The
Japanese have seen to that since
their occupation.
But in this rising there is the
note of the heroic more even than
Crowds of coolies
in one of arms.
stormed the police stations and
demanded to be arrested. Students ran into bavonets with breasts
Police jabbed and cut and
bared.
on the
and
killed,
kicked and
crowds came shouting “Mansei.”
The first line was cut down and
ritlden down by mounted men, the
second came on shouting “Mansei.”
Every man and woman in that line
knew what was before him, every
man and woman had seen the
meant brutal
it
penalty paid;
beatings, arrest, torture and even
death. They did not quiver. When
one procession was broken up,
,

another

formed

and

marched

waiting troops.
tne
straight at
Only cheering, waving their flags
and cheering. We have all heard,
we Westerners, that in the Eastern
no physical
is
peoples
there
courage. Yet I can think of no
finer courage, even heroism, than
that of these people who without

means of resistknowing the horrible fate
was before them, went on to

resisting, without

ance,
that
it

without flinching,

or regret.

It

was

a

without tear
magnificent

gesture of
despair
for a forlorn
hope, almost without parallel,
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And it was a horrible fate.
Whatever atonement Japan maymake, the cruelty, savagery and
barbarity with which it crushed
those demonstrations will stand
against it for disgrace for generations.
The story of the thousands,
the tens of thousands, who were
fiendishly beaten and after arrest
fiendishly tortured is almost too
terrible for

belief.

It
is
almost
think of it as the
beings
to human
beings.
But there is no need to
go far
for
proof.
Foreign consuls,
missionaries
and business

impossible to
act of human

.

men and

foreign

women

stood

in

windows of their homes in
Seoul and sa-.v aged women and
young men run through with
swords, saw young students tied
the

a
tree
and beaten into insensibility with clubs, saw young
girls ridden down, kicked in the

to

abdomen &nd

dragged off by the
Schreaklichkeit?
The Belgians do not even know the meaning of the word.
Only those who
have lived and died under the
Turk can tell a similar tale.
hair.

Had
in a

these acts been committed
of passion under the

wave

fury of conflict they
might be
forgiven, if not forgotten.
But
there -was no conflict, these people made no show of retaliation.

And

the greatest number of atrocand the worst were committed, not during the demonstrations in the streets but deliberately and in cold blood later in the
police examination rooms.
The
number of those arrested runs far
into the thousands, the
number
of those tortured is practically as
high.
The tortures were inflicted not by way of punishment
after conviction but in order to
extract
evidence by
which
to
convict: -which means that
the
innocent were tortured enuallv
with the guilty.
And for parallel
to the savagery of those tortures
one must go back to the Middle
Ages.
Men and boys were trussed
and suspend -“d from the ceiling
ities

so that their weight hung on the
shoulders.
Thus they were raised and lowered till unconscious.
They had their fingers pressed
over red-hot wires.
Their naked
flesh was lacerated
with sharp

hooks and seared with hot irons.
Toenails were torn from the flesh
with pincers. Men were placed in
a tight box and then screwed up.

They were

ti^d up, their

heads

forced back and hot water or a
solution of water and red pepper

down

poured
Sliveis

of

under their

their

nostrils.

wood were shoved

far

fingernails.

They w^ere flogged until they
had to be taken to hospitals,
where big slabs of gangrenous
In many
skin had to be cut off.
cases they were flogged to death.
And some kinds of tortures emThis was
ployed are unprintable.
not done once or twice, it was
done repeatedly for days and
nights, hours at a time, until the
victim confessed, whether he had
anything to confess or not. There
are cases where men have said
yes to anything, ignorant even of

what they had admitted.

It

was

Mowry

case; two schoolboys were tortured until they had
to say yes in answer to the question whether Mr. Mowry had sent
them to take part in the processions, and it
was on their evidence that Mr. Mowry, an American missionary in Pyeng Yang,
was arrested and ja,iled. At the

so in the

trial

those boys denied knowledge

of such* a confession: they admitted saying yes, but it Avas in an
agony under which they had to

say

it

Now

to everything.

ask any impartial
I
person;
Is it to be wondered at
Could
that the Koreans, hate?
they be human and not hate?
It is only fair to say that the
Japanese have made admission of
their wrongdoing in remoAung the
governor and the heads of many
departments and many of the
In consideration
under-ofllcials.
may be considered
of that it

—
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malicioua to coutinue to hariJ ou
a siu lor wliich repeutauce is being made; it might be tho part
to
of wisdom as well as charity
But
let
bygones be bygones.
that depends entirely on what is
That question
being done now.
1 shall deal with at length in another article but 1 wish to say
just this now, for it must be satu
These torin this connection.
tures are still being committed,
they were being committed even
while I was in Korea two weeks
own eyes
ago.
I saw with my
the marks on tlie bodies of men
immediately alter their release
from jail. They are not yet bygones.
And further, the present
situation in Korea, the present
attitude of the Korean people, can
be understood only in the light
of what
April.

Two
in

happened

facts

tors.”

It

March

and

must

be impressed
with the Korean

connection

movement.
is no work

in

The
of
is

‘

that this
professional agitaa truly national
first is

movement. The second is the remarkable organisation behind it
and the efficiency with which it
operated and still operates.
I do
not mean to say that every peasant in every remote village has
reasoned out to himself all the
causes and implications of the
movement. I do not mean to say
that every village peasant understands the full implicaticns of independence.
I do mean to
say
that it is felt by every Korean,
or the overwhelming majority of
Koreans, that the
instinct
is
strong if not the logical processes.

And

laces, as

well as

individuals

move, as much by instinct as by
reason.
And if the movement was
not national in March, it undeniably is so now.
The Japanese have made it so.
What eyes
were closed before are opened
now; where resignation was before is now defiance.
The Japanese
have made th^ Koreans
patriots
as
they
wished but
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patriots for Korea.

In spite of

themselves they have done a
great thing for Korea.
Ignorani,
men, thoughtiess boys and girls
who took part in the demonstrations in the excitement of the moment and without reckoning iis
consequences have come out oi
jail
not with regrets; fai- from
that, they, are now dedicated
to
the cause of independence. I have
talked to men and women
only
ten hours from prison, who have
endured in prison sufferings to
shake the spirit of martyrs. And
they have said to me tnat, knowing well all that it means, they
would go willingly back to their
cells’ the same day
if
it
would
help their cause.
They did not
all talk lightly and in bravado:
I knew of some papers that they
had in the big folds of their
clothes while they were speaking,
papers that would send them back

into

imprisonment tor six months
These were not your na-

more.

tural radicals, not the intellectuals,

but plain men and women, shopkeepers and farmers, wives and
mothers.
Japan does not even
dimly understand what it has
^

stirred up.

An

equally remarkable fact is
thoroughness and efficiency
with which
the movement was
planned and executed.
None of
the officials with
the
best
inthe

telligence service at
their command, or of Ihe foreigners who are
closest in touch with Koreans,

had
even the smallest knowledge or
warning of what was to come.
There was unrest in the air that
everybody knew; but no more.
Only the leaders knew and those
who were carrying out the plans.
Copies

of

the declaration of in-

dependence had been printed by
thousands and
sent
throughout the country ready
for distribution.
Thousands of small
Korean flags had been made and
sent
about and it has always
been a crime to have one of these

—

,

in

one’s

possession.

Meetings

—
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had been arranged and their
chosen and the exact
speakers
Protime fixed for each city.
paganda had already been sent
abroad—a copy of the declaration
of independence and a statement
of Korea’s position were brought
to me in the office of The Chixa
Press the same day the declaraMoney had
tion was proclaimed.
been raised. A daily paper called the Independence Newspaper
was being secretly printed in the
same manner as La Libre Belgique and with the same thrilling
accompaniments. A complex, national organisation was working
For the first time in
smoothly.
their history Koreans had shown
and
a capacity for co-operative
And all of it at
united action.
dire peril and under heavy cover.

an impressive achievement.
That organisation is still functioning and the spirit behind it is
I have already touchstill active.
ed on this in a previous article.
country is
I have told how the
divided up and a secret governIt is

ment

is

given,

are
Orders
in force.
secretly communicated

usually by girls and women who
travel about with papers hidden
and secretly
clothes
their
in
Communications are
executed.
maintained with Shanghai and
with England and America. Money
sent out.
is raised, collected and
Millions of yen have been smugRiver into
gled over the Yalu.
Manchuria and China, and thou-

—

sands have been caught in transit
by the Japanese and confiscated,
the bearers getting harsh punishMen and women disappear
ment.
and again appear. The Independence Paper still comes out at
irregular intervals.

It

is

print-

ed on mimeographs, carried about
over the country and distributed.
Men find it on tlieir desks,
knowing neither how it came nor

when.
are
kept,

—

the mimeographs
where they are
all
they are operated

Where

obtained,

when

—

this is as baffling to the

as

it is

Japanese

to the stray tourist.

Behind the secret government
what is called the National Society.
As one man explained to me, this is lor tne puritself is

pose of fitting the people for independence, of teaching them the
meaning of self-government and
its

responsibilities
and duties.
existence of this society is
secret, but who its
members

The
no

—

are and what they do
that is
not known, even to all the members.
Hundreds are being arrested on suspicion of connection with
it but the society goes on nevertheless.
Arrests have become
common in Korea. Men are taken
up suddenly and without warning
or explanation, are held in custody
and beaten to make them yield
information and are sentenced or
released as the case may be. And
every man who has been arrested
and beaten without being guilty
of any part in the movement immediately becomes a part of it.
It is not to be thought that because nothing gets into the newspaper columns all is quiet in
Korea.
It is not.
Even while I
was there demonstrations occurred in
Pyeng Yang and a few
other places.
A nationwide demonstration of the same kind as
the one of last Spring had been
planned for the middle of the
month but the police learned of
it and by an impressive show of
force in the streets befofe it was
to start compelled it to be called
off.
A national wailing day was
set for public mourning, but for
reasons of expediency it, too, was
called off.
While I was there
most of the schools were closed
by a strike, the students refusing to go on studying
Japanese
for the number
of
hours prescribed; they insist that it be
taught only as a foreign language.
Small boys in one school in
Seoul waited until their Japanese
principal came in and, drawn up
smartly in military formation
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according to the custom of the
schools
informed the principal
that they could no longer study
out of Japanese textbooks.
The
principal told them they would
have to obey orders, but later the
government might act on their

—

demands. The youngsters quietly marched to a corner, tore their
Japanese books into little bits,
marched back in front of the
principal,
informed
him
they
would come back to school when
they no longer had to use Japanese textbooks,

and walked

smartly

saluted

Such episodes
occur regularly.
They will continue to occur.
The demonstraout.
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postponed
tions may have been
last month; as likely as not they
will be held this month or next.
They will continue to be held.
And they will be continued to be
the hardest kind of resistance to
combat passive resistance. Their
warfare is all out of Japanese
If the Koreans
had
technique.
arms with which to fight, the

—

Japanese could shoot them down
and crush them. When small
boys merely tear up their textbooks and walk out and grown
men merely fold their arms and
shout, “ Long live Korea,” the
Japanese are at sea.
They have
no strategy of defense.
Even
torture has proved unavailing.
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CHAPTER

A

T he

have given it
world that they
have instituted reforms in Korea.
They have answered Korean propaganda in Europe and America by
the statement
that
Korean demands have been met and that
Korea
is
being given greater
freedom and a moderate amount of
to

the

self-government. They stand
before the world as one saying, “Well,
we have acknowledged our mistakes in thf» past and we are giving
Tlie Koreans
shall grant

redress.

we

want more

We

are
doina as all empires have with their
colonies, granting it a little at a
time as the colony shows its fitnes's
We have a'’v''adv abolished
for it.
the militarv adm'n’>>vation. we
have already abolished the gendarmerie; we shall also grant other
reforms. What more can we do?
What iustification have the Koreans
for constant warfare, for unremittliberty,

it.

ing strife?”

sounds

plausible defense.
.a
defense that the world has
largely accepted, or at least that
part of the world that is interested
troubles. The
peoples’
in other
Koreans have not accepted it. For
one thing, as T pointed out in the
beginning, they are not interested
in reforms, they are too embittered
to be satisfied with reform or with
any arrangement that includes subJapanese empire.
jection to the
For another, they ask. 'Where are
the reforms? Tt is a fair Question.
The new administration has now
been in force three months. It has
made numerous promises, all genand vague as to time of
eral
fulfillment, but what it has actually
Tt
1.

Tt is

a

granted

is

It

darmerie

this:

abolished the
But it
as such.

has

Of Reform

Japanese Idea

Japanese

out

VII.

genis

an

indisputable

fact

that

the

gen-

darmes themselves have not been
dismissed or
sent home;
they
have been put into police uniforms
and added to the police force.
Only their uniforms Have been
changed.

And

these are the

men

whose rule has been most harsh
and domineering and who committed the worst of the atrocities.
It has issued an order per2.
mittin.g people who own land to
burj' their dead in their own burial
plots instead

of public cemeteries.

This had been forbidden before,
one of the first acts of the Japanese
government having been to forbid
widespread and haphazard burial
of the dead, which
had been the
custom in Korea as in China. At

Koreans laugh. They are
giving liberty to the deadi, they
sav.
And they add that this is the
one good thing that the .Tapanese
government did in the past. The
younger generation, at least, has
old-fashioned
learned
that
the
Chinese
method of burial is
this the

wasteful.
3.

Tt

has

agreed

to

anno'nt

Korean principals in the schools.
But what it has done is to appoint
thirteen
Korean principals
iust
and then transfer them to small,
remote towns.
4.
It has agreed to give equal
nay to Koreans and Japanese tor
service.
civil
equal rank in the
But only in a few places has this
been done, and there it is charged
that while enual pay is given for
equal rank Koreans are demoted
in rank, so as to remain at their
previous salarv. The excuse given
are not so
is that the Koreans

In effect
skillful as the Japanese.
the order has been nullified.
has announced that it
5.
It
will add two years to the primary

—
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This is good as far as it goes,
but it does not touch the root of
the educational problem. Japanese
is still to
be the main subject
taught, the order making it the
only language to be used in the
schools has not
been
rescinded,
the exclusive use of Japanese textbooks which are merely Japanese
propaganda is not to be abandoned.
ese.

three bamboo rods

newspaperman.
Thousands of youths, both boys
and girls, are still in prison in the
freezing cold of Korea for having
done no more than shout “Mansei.”
There is no word of amnesty, no
sentences;
of
hint of mitigation
instead there is mistreatment in

announcements could
be made as to just what these promised reforms will be and the ap-

foul prisons.

In one city a

proximate date, at least, of their
going into effect could be given?

on any prethe uncorroborated
yarns of any gossip; in Seoul detectives and spies are paid so much
per person for arrests, irrespective
And it is
of guilt or innocence.
openly charged that the procedure
of the Conspiracy Case is being reArrests are
on
and

are the
facts? To
the
it is
difficult
impartial observer
to see wherein the outlook of the
officialdom as a whole is changed.
Tortures, as I have said before,
have not ceased. The Japanese
deny this, but the evidence is there
for whoever seeks it. Every day
innocent men are being arrested,
in Seoul, in Taiku, in Shen Chen,

peated.

,

^

scores

of

Chemulpo, in
other cities; every day
being arrested on the

they are
vaguest suspicion, tortured to

them

“confess,”

held,

foif

make

'several

days or weeks and then, if nothing
them, released
is found against
without explanation or apology

made

text

is to be.

in

made

of

and day.

What

Pyeng Yang,

girl’s society

number

straw shoes
which it asked permission to send
Perto the icomen in one prison.
mission teas refused. The icomen
are still walking the icy stone
prison floors in their hare feet night
a large

Certainly a different
attitude
of
mind on the part of the government could be shown, a more liberal
outlook. This
in
the end will
determine the value of whatever
reforms are granted
and in the
interval before those reforms are
known this can fairly be taken as
representative of what
the new

in

together

not; they are not self-inflicted just
for the purpose of deceiving one

definite

regime

tied

with rough cord. Word of mouth
may be deceptive, those marks are

So much has actually been made
good. The
Koreans cannot be
blamed for saying that it is scanty
wool for so much cry. Granted
that it takes time to institute a
new regime and that the Korean
problem is complex. And among
foreigners at least I have found a
disposition to be patient and totnist
the sincerity of Baron Saito and
his administration.
But surely

more
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There is no
turned
out.
denying this. I have talked to a
score of such men myself. I sat in
my room in one city and had tliem
come to me one at a time and tell
me their stories. Better yet, I have
seen the marks on their bodies,
the wrenched arms, the torn flesh
where ropes had been bound tight,
the rotted flesh where they had
been flogged ninety strokes with

school course and give the Koreans
the same curriculum as the Japan-

On

the pretext of political

charges men are being put into
prison whom it is wanted to get
out of the way for other reasons;
and possible
leaders in business
Christian
scholars,
competitors,
pastors, men with influence among
Koreans. These men may or may
not have any connection with the
independence movement; the object
growth of a
the
is to prevent
Korean leadership even for non-

These were
purposes.
the tactics in 1912; it is charged
that they are being repeated now.
political
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do not know whether it is true.
have not evidence enough to say
that it is. But I can say that there
is enough to warrant the presumpI

stitute

I

without

tion that

A

is.

it

change

of
official attitude?
there be the most trivial
and
.Japanese holiday
squads of
little, strutting policemen, heavily
armed,’ march
down the streets

Let

from house to house making every
small
Korean
merchant,
shopkeeper and peasant fly a Japanese
And every house has to
flag.
scratch a red
disk on a piece of
white paper and hang it up.
A
.grand demonstration of patriotism,
in the face of police bayonets!

You would

think

that even a
faint trace
i
knowledge of human nature, a mere grain of commonsense, would teach that the
worst possible
way to go about
restoring good
feeling
would be
to exacerbate a people’s wounded
feelings.
You would think that
the last thing to do would be to
rub in the humiliation. Here is
a people
lhat
has
.iust rebelled.
Its
rebellion
has been put
down with harshness and bloodshed.
It
still
smarts in pain
and the bitterness of defeat. 'What
is the
most sensible and easiest
program both tor the conqueror
and the conquered for the sooner
peace and good feeling are restored,
the least vigilance will the conqueror, have to exercise!
Concilia-

'

—

tion, of

the

—

cours.3

people

—anything

to

make

And

Japan
the Japanese flag.

forget.

makes them fly
Thus it seeks to show that it has
turned over a new leaf, that it is
going to be a merciful ruler. I
have dwelt long on this incident,'
not because it is of importance in
itself but because it is so enlightening.
It
rends
to
show how
little the
Japarese have learned.
It tends
show they are still
to
limited by
the
unintelligence of
their officialdom.

As a matter of fact ;t is doubthowever good Japan’s inten-

ful,

tions

may

be,

whether

it

can

in-

a

better regime in Korea
a complete sweep-out of

the present
officials,
from the
highest to lowest.
It
is almost
certain that these
officials
will
never be
any better than they
have been, even under orders.
Already it is evident that some of
the good
orders that have been
issued by Baron Saito and the men
around him have been quietly
pigeonholed by the men lower

Always you come back

down.

nature

cracy.

vinced
officials

what

of

to

the bureauHowever, I am not conthat
even
the
highest
have any real conception

the

this:

reform

of

implies,

I

am

doubtful whether
they
mean to
go under
the surface.
It
is
doubtful
whether
Tokio would
permit them to. It is doubtful
whether Tokio’s higher
policy
with regard to Korea permits of
a Korea with any degree of liberty.
In the next article
I
shall give
my interview with Baron Saito,
the
new
Governor-General,
in
which he outlined his idea of a
reform program.
Let the reader

judge of

But
as

I

it

I

did

for himself.

must again emphasise,
the

in

beginning, that

Koreans the question
forms is of no consequence.
to

say to a

man

that

it

of re-

They

has gone

They must have
too far for that.
complete independence or nothing.
And besides that they tell you it
is

discuss the question.

useless to

Their skepticism of reforms is too
great.
And i.u view of the facts
I have cited
their skepticism is
understandable. Again and again
I
have
had conversations with
Koreans that ran substantially like
this:

“Will you be satisfied if Japan
grants home rule or even greater

freedom?”
“It

won’t.”

“But if it does?”
“But it won’t.”
“Granting for the sake

ment that
satisfied?”

it

does

—will

of

argu-

you be
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“Satisfied?
Less hostile, pei’haps.
Reform? You talk of reform? Where do you see any?
Where do you see any desire for
Three of my friends have
any?
out of the police de]ust come
tention room, all of them brutally

Others are there now.
tortuied.
I may
Others will be tomorrow.
bo there myself. Where are there
reforms in our schools, where are
we given any more opportunity to

make a

living than

gendarmes

we have?

have

cha,nged
others
the

The
their

have
clothes,
yes,*
changed their clothes, too. The
braid on their hats may be changed, but inside they are the same.
And
Their hearts are the same.
with them there can be no home
rule.

With them and

ple there
separation.

us there

is

can

Between
a wall.

their

nothing

be

We

peo-

but

them and
want none

ii.
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of their reforms,

we want nothing

Nothing
them.
they get out.

except

of

that

“They talk of reforms now?
They have talked of reforms always. Always it has been for the
beguiling

the

of

outside world.

reforms when they
annexed us and the next year
Conspiracy Case
there was
the
and torture. They talked of reforms after the Conspiracy Case
and for the years since it has

They talked

of

grown steadily
They talk of

worse

and worse.

reforms now, and
next year
it
will be yet worse.
You may believe them. We do
not.

We know

them

too well.

We

have lived with them too long.”
It may be a view hardened by
even preoutraged feelings and
judiced, but also it is not without

basis

in fact.
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CHAPTER

VIII.

Baron Saito Interviewed

T oward new

close

the

Korea

in

Saito,

the

of

went

I

my
to

stay

Baron

Governor-General,

and asked him for an interview. 1
told him that I had come to him
directly because 1 wanted to know
from the highest possible source
definitely and e::actly what was the

program of the new administration
and as definitely as possible how
the status of Korea in the Japanese
Empire was changed. To avoid
misunderstanding

1

submitted

my

questions in writing two days in
advance of the appointment fixed
for the interview and, after the
interview,
my notes on Bai'on
Saito’s replies for his revision and
His statements therecoiTection.
fore bear his unquestioned approval
and authorisation and have the
further value of being made, not
on the spur of the moment but on
long refiection.
1
was received by Baron Saito
reception room of
the
at tea in
his residence in the presence of

Imamura, his English
Baron Saito has spent
much time abroad and talks EngMr. Juzo

secretary.

lish well but when he wishes to
weigh his words carefnlly he preand
Japanese
in
talk
to
fers
Baron
interpreter.
throngh an
officer, having
naval
Saito is a

once

filled

Navy; he

is

of the
the Ministry
a man of high official

Japan and he is acstanding in
counted comparatively a liberal.
The impression he has made in
Seoul in his three months’ stay is
It is believed by those
favorable.
who have come at all close to
him that he is sincere in his de-

The impression

my

I

myself obtained

an hour and a half
with him
is
that
his power is
rather limited
and that he is
anxious to put the best face upon
it.
Certainly i cannot say that he
was very specific or that he committed himself to anything fundamental. But
let
the Governor’s
words speak for him.
I took up first
the question of
assimilation, because on the conin

talk of

tinuance or abandonment of that
policy it is agreed that everything
rests.
I asked the governor whether that policy had been modified,
whether the new administration
would allow the Korean people to
maintain their own race culture, in
language, customs, tradition and
religion, while still remaining, of
course, an
integral part
of the
Japanese Empire.
“The term ‘assimilation’ having
an unfortunate association,’’ he
replied, “our
policy in Korea is
often misunderstood by
foreign-

Though we want

the Koreans
of Japan,
subjects
we do not djsire to destroy their
racial identity.
Not only are we
people to
disposed to allow tte
maintain their race culture but
we are even encouraging them to
ers.

to

be

refine

“It

loyal

it.

is,

of

our desire to

course,

have the Koreans able to use the
Japanese language, and we give
every possible

facility

to school

and that if given a free hand from
from beco-operation
above and

good knowledge of it, and they learn it very
(luickly, as they are good linguists
and the construction of Japanese
as
that
of Korean.
is the same
For adults it is no easy task to
learn a new language and we do
Hownot compel them to do so.

low he will do so. How much of
a liberal he is remains to be seen.

very diflBcult for
ever, it is
not
educated Koreans to make out the

sire

to

establish

better

conditions

cliildren to acquire

a
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meaning of Japanese official communications or similar writings
e\en if they have never learned
the language, for, in
the Japanese written language the Japanese
characters
exactly
the
convey
same meaning that they do in
Korean
and
Japanese
writing
‘Kana’ is used in the same way
‘Eunmun’ and, as I
words in Japanese and Korean is practically the

as Korean

said, the oi’der of

same. We shall
age the Koreans

always encourstudy their

to

own language, but, at the same
we hope that they will

time,

gradually become acquainted with
the Japanese language, too.

“Nor do we recognise,” he

con-

“any
necessity
to cause
the Koreans lo change their customs; this
we have never tried
tinued,

We

to comi>el them
do.
are
to
very careful to observe their customs and traditions when we
make new laws and regulations,
and we have a committee specially appointed for
the
purpose of
studying them.
As to religion,
the Japanese
constitution
guai’antees freedojn of religious belief
ana every one may enjoy it in the
fullest sense
of
the expression.”

By way

individuality in the same measure
Japanese provinces that
as
the
destiny will
never content the
Koreans to the point of peaceful
acceptance.
In detail Baron Saito
may repudiate assimilation, but
I think it is clear fi’om his qualifications that in essentials it will
be pressed in the future as much
as in the past.
And that means,
I think
all
observers will agree,
it will be pressed at the point of
the bayonet.
No Korean will accept it otherwise.

—

then asked
the Governor to
up the reforms he had in
mind.
I
emphasised that I was
anxious to know not only what
they would
be
but
when they
would go into effect. The Governor took them up one by one. He
dealt first with
the question of
the freedom of the press.
“We intend to allow freedom of
the press gradually,” he said, “and
we are now making a study of the
question.
Though I cannot give
the exact date, an announcement
will be made in
the near future
with regard to the matter.”
Again Baron Saito used Japan
as an analogy.
Japan,
he said,
passed through three stages of
I

take

Baron

freedom

of

Saito cited the case of Japan before the restoration in 1868.
The
country was then divided into

reached

its

of

illustration

many districts, each of which regarded the others as foreign to
it and the people of each district
spoke their own dialect. Since
the restoration one standard language has been taught throughEmpire to unify the counbut it is not meant thereby
to destroy their local identity and
out the
try,

in

some

districts

local

peculiari-

are greatly in evidence and
the sense of local pride is very
strong.
In the same way, Baron
Saito said, the Koreans could be
assimilated and yet not necessarily
made to change their cu.sfoms and
ties

traditions.
It
to

is

the

not
satisfying portion
a
Koreans,
To have their
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the
press before it
present state. At first

there was strict restriction of it
but that was modified and relaxed
by degrees. It might not be necessary for Korea, he said, to pass
through the .same three stages, but
nevertheless it would not be possible
immediately
to
allow
in
Koi'ea the
same freedom of the
press as in Japan. Certain restrictions will be needed for the time
being.

“At present,” Baron Saito said
further, “there are different kinds
inflammatory

writings
coming
abroad.
If we
allowed unrestricted freedom of
the press at
the present time it
would l)ut encourage the printing
of

into

Korea

fi'om

distributing
in
Korea
similar effusions, which would

land

of

do

nothing but harm to the mass of
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the people.
In
order
to protect
the people we shall just wait and
see how the
situation
will develop.”

To the question when freedom

—

fi’eedom of meeting and
expression in meeting would be
allowed, the Governor replied:
of speech

—

of meeting and freeof expression in meeting will
allowed, but not unrestricted-

“Freedom

dom
be
ly.

To decide how

to regulate these

meetings is a delicate matter and
If
requires some investigation.
freedom of speech in Japanese only
want, the Governis what they
ment is ready to allow it at any
time but that concession would be
meaningless to the Koreans. If
meetings to be
the
they desire
conducted in the Korean tongue as
well, it will be necessary for the
Government, in order to control
have qualified officials
them, to
who thoroughly understand the
language. So we are making preparation for allowing freedom of
meeting and expression in general,
and it will be announced in the
near future,”
Freedom of the press with restrictions, freedom of speech with
no comofficials to control them

—

ment is necessary.
The next question

vernacular but in giving instructhose subjects in which
Korean is not necessary Japanese
is and will
be used. Accordingly most
textbooks are and will
be compiled in Japanese.”
As to the proportion of time
to be devoted to the study of the
Japanese language ifself, Baron
Saifo said that
he did not remember just how large a proportion of time was now given to this
tion in

subject.

“Anyway,” said
he,
“Korean
children do
not spend too large
a part of their time on it, as they
do not need to. In future, therefore,
there
will
not be much
change in this respect.”
In curriculum Baron Saito said
that he
recognised
some shortcomings in the past and intended
to modify
it
to
a great extent
so that it can keep pace with the
progress of the times and satisfy
the desires of the Koreans. Textbooks will be revised for this purpose and the necessary textbooks
for new subjects will soon be compiled.
He spcke also of the proposed equality of curriculum in
Tapanese and Korean schools.
“In the primary school it is im-

have

possible to
dealt

with

asked whether the
I
education.
only language allowed to be used
would be Japanin the schools
•

whether any Korean textese,
permitted, how
be
books would
large a propoi’tion of school time
would be devoted to the study of
the Japanese language itself, whebe
ther greater freedom would
given in the curriculum, whether
private schools would be allowed

any relaxation of the present reOn some of
on them.
these points Baron Saito was signi-

perfect equality

curriculum,” he explained, “because Korean children must study
the Korean language besides the
Japanese language, and this entails
so much extra work for
them, but in other subjects there
will be all
but complete equality
of

Korean

and

Japanese/
middle school
the curriculum for Koreans must,

etween

children.

In

the

made as
same as that
be

bo<th

may

possible the
far
as
for Japanese, so Uiat
be equally qualified to
higher
institutions in

ficantly explicit.

enter the
Japan.”
On the

language of instruc“In all
said:
tion, the Governor
the schools for the Koreans, from
the primary grade up to the high
Korean reading, writing
school,
and literature are taught in the

freedom for private schools the
Governor said that he had not yet
any definite plan of modification,
that as long as
but he thought
of a
principle
the fundamental
in unison with
private school is

strictions

As

to

the

question

of

greater
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the principle of the public school
system it is possible to give it

more freedom than

hitherto.

How much

that “more” means
private
is
all-important to
the
schools, especially the mission institutions. Under the present regulations they must abandon teachBible
five years,
ing the
after
though
supported
entirely
by
Christian funds; they cannot raise
their standards, they cannot use
the
textbooks
acknowledged to
be the best in individual subjects,
they cannot teach history or political science or current events except as limited by Japanese propaganda, they cannot engage their
own teachers or even janitors
without
government permission.
These are the things that must
be eliminated if they are to fulfill the
function for which men
and women have devoted their
lives to Korea.

Having dealt with educational
matters in
detail,
Baron Saito
said he wanted
to
make a statement as to the Government’s
educational policy as a whole. He
said:

“We are going to make radical
reforms in the school system, and
our Bureau of Education is making a draft of the new plan. This
draft when completed will be referred to
a committee especially
appointed for the purpose of its
investigation and discussion. After
the special committee has deliberated on it, it will be sent to the
Imperial Government in Tokio and
promulgated as an
Imperial ordinance.
But to do this will require a long time and we cannot
wait for
that.
There are some
points in which we desire to make
immediate change and which can
be done by the Government-General itself without consulting the
home government. For instance,
hitherto in
schools
for Koreans
much time has been devoted to
manual work for the sake of encouraging industry and uprooting
the old Korean contempt for labor.

As the need

35
for

this

has largely

passed away, the time hitherto devoted to it will be given over to
the study of English or other forand mathematics.
eign language
similar other changes
This and
will be announced in a few days
and will go into effect in January of next year.”

Some of these changes have already been announced, as I wrote
The Korean
in a previous article.
primary school curriculum has
two years and
been lengthened
more studies added to make it
approximate more closely the curriculum in Japanese schools.

My

next question was concernwith the administration of
justice, about which so many harsh
things have been said and denied.
I asked whether extreme flogging,
as the result of which men have
in
hospital
or have
lain weeks
died, would be abolished.
“We are determined to abolish
“and are
flogging,” he answered,
asking the permission of the home
government to change the regulations providing for it. But it must
be remembered that, if the Governed

—

ment abolishes this form of punishment, there must be some substitute for it and that would be
either a flne or imprisonment. For
this reason

we

construction of

are hurrying on the
more prison facili-

ties.”

Baron Saito remarked that he
could not tell when the abolition
would go into effect but he expected it to be in three or four
months.
I asked
the use of

Saito what of
the
infliction of pain
or torture on prisoners to extract
evidence.
He replied that this
might have been practised
by
gendarmes and policemen according to the
old way of treating
prisoners in Korea, but it was now
strictly forbidden
and if policemen treated prisoners harshly
they would
be severely punish-

Baron

ed.
I

then

asked

directly

whether

—
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he had heard that there had been
cases of torture
of
prisoners before trial
since
his administra-

able men for the posts. At present
among Korean magistrates there
are many men of ability who will

tion had
come into power. He
answered emphatically that that
matter
inmust be promptly
vestigated. He said that he could

not allow
any clerk to interfere
with their
business.
It
is true
that there are Japanese clerks in
all the counties, he went on, and
some of them are rather superior
to the magistrates
in
education,
in experience and in ability, but
it is not correct to say that clerks,
being Japanese, have all the power
and magistrates, being Korean,
have the position only in name.
Naturally he had heard criticism
against certain clerks in
some
counties, so the Government was
making investigation so as to take
the necessary
steps
for dealing
with such.

not believe it was true, but if it
was true he would take stern action at once.

One subject remained, the likelihood of more political power for
Koreans.
I
asked the Governor
whether he would care to discuss
the possibility of “a greater degree
of autonomy
for
Korea in the
near or remote future.”
In reply
he said that it was
intended to give Koreans local
self-government as
soon
as possible, but with the present condition of the
people,
especially in
the country districts, it would be
impracticable for them to conduct
autonomy even
on
the smallest
scale, so a
of
adviser had
sort
been sent to every village to put
the people in the way of governing
themselves and when the people
have had sufficient training in it
they will be allowed self-government, first in villages and towns,
then in the counties and finally in
the provinces, and the authorities
were now making a study

of

how

could best be done.
It had
taken a long time for Japan to
reach her present stage of autonomy, he explained, and consequently it would not be expected
that Korea should have all at once
the same kind
of
autonomy as
that now existing in Japan.
that

The Governor

went

on to explain the relation between Korean
magistrates
and their Japanese
clerks.
These nominal clerks are
said by the Koreans to dictate to
the magistrates and actually wield
all the power
of
the office, the
magistrate being only a dummy.
The Governor by implication denied
In Korea, he said, the magisthis.
tracy has been a position of power
and honor, and it is not difficult for
the Government-General to secure

That concluded
Baron Saito had

the

interview.
patiently, with
a translated" copy of my questions
in his
for much
hands, talked

over an hour.
But he bowed me
out none the less pleasantly for
that, and I
left.
I
think it not
unfair to say that I left little wiser
than I had come.
I think it not
unfair to say that the Governor
had talked much but said little.
His statements can be summed up
They are largeas “Yes, but .”
Roosevelt used
ly what
Colonel
“weasel
words.” He no
to call
sooner says anything definite than
he adds something extracting from

—

it all

dom

meaning and

Free-

content.

—with restrictions.
speech— under police

of the press

Freedom

of

Assimilation will not be inKoreans will
the
sisted on but
eyes.

—

have as much
tain

their

freedom

individuality

to

main-

as

the

The Koreans
Japanese
clans.
need not give up their language
is
the only one
but Japanese
they will be allowed to use in the
schoolroom or to learn and Korean
will be taught as an extra subject.
will
be given
Private schools
more freedom from restrictions
but the more is undefined and
qualified.
Too much time
also
will mot be taken in the schools
Japanese
of
for the teaching

—
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but there will be no change from
a quarter of
the present, when
Flogging
the day is given to it.
Autowill
be abolished later.
nomy will be given later, and
under Japanese supeiwision. Analyse the interview for anything
concrete and substantial and you

—

.

—

find:
1;

Certain

educational

re-

forms will go into effect next year.
But these do not touch essentials.
Japanese will still be taught more
only
subject,
than
any other
Japanese will be used in schools,
textbooks will be in Japanese,
nothing is said about an honest
teaching Korean hisattitude in
all

tory,

-

international

relations

or

current events. It is against these
that the Korean students are now
in
striking;
there
is
nothing
Baron Saito’s promises to warrant their ending the strike and
returning to school.
2
Tortures
have
been
forbidden.
But men are coming out
of jail every day who have been
;

tortured.

It is

promises to

true,

punish

guilty of torturing

if

Baron Saito
any oflacials
he gets con-
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crete evidence, but it is also true
that if he made an unexpected inspection of the police station two
miles from his office almost any
afternoon he would get conci'ete
evidence.
He will never get it by
asking his police heads whether
they are guilty. He can be sure in
advance that they will say they are
not.

On
find

analysis

nothing

sentials in

not only
do you
that
touches
es-

Baron

Saito’s

words

but you acquire a grave doubt whether Baron Saito really has any

comprehension of essentials. No
man who can make compatible in
his own mind freedom of speech
and policemen to report on what
is
spoken
can
have a
very
thorough
comprehension of
essentials.
Certainly he
has no
grasp on Korean realities.
Finally, if Baron Saito’s words
are fair token of what Korea is
to get after all the fine promises
of the last six months, then Korea
is to get very little; not enough
to change its attitude toward Japan
from what it was last March when

—

it

revolted.

—
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CHAPTER

IX.

The Lesson To China

T he

story of Korea

think

I

that clear.

from

I

To.

China

is

that

story

is

different,

lives

only stood

It may be that one is
only the projection in the present
of the future of
the other. And
that is Korea’s great though costly

fate.

still

slid back.

but

It

who has not

then

said

that

he

welcomed the Japanese occupation.
It seemed the only hope for Korea.
There did not appear to be any
chance of betterment in Korea
There was no sign of a
itself.
living
impulse. For the sake of

It
has been a warning
example to the Far East.
One cannot cross the Yalu with-

service.
a:nd

out a clearing of all one’s ideas
about China. One has not been in
Korea a day without a revision of
many of one’s opinions about Far
Eastern problems. I cannot tell
how fervently I wish that I could
take a hundred of the most powerful officials of Peking to Seoul and
let them see to what fate they are
bringing their people. I wish that
I could bring a hundred Koreans to
Peking and let them sit before the
assembled Chinese officialdom and
tell them, as they know it, what
Japanisation means. And there is
a lesson also for foreigners in the

on the exploitation of their own
helpless people. They waxed sleek
on the sale of their country to its

their

to

seemed the end of a great people.
I have not talked to a foreigner
living
there
in Korea who was

countries.

Far East.
Ten years ago Korea’s situation
was hopeless. It had apparently
sunk irredeemably into decay. Its
civilisation had disintegrated.
Its
pride of race and national patriotism had withered. The goveimment was rotted with corruption.
Everywhere were inefficiency, sloth
and bribery. Everything crumbled
in ruin.
The aristocracy was effete
unto feebleness and sometimes degeneracy. The officials were plunbattened
dering parasites. They

resigned

There was no progress. There was
While all the world
I’etrogression.
moved forward in leaps Korea nbt

big

One understands it
in
China. The
materials out of which the tragedy
is constructed are the same in both

who

lethargy.

in

with import.
better

The people were heavy
They appeared in-

enemies.

tragedy:

have already made
one who comes

the people themselves the entrance
of another Power seemed the only
possibility.

These people can do nothing and
do nothing for themselves,
such men said. And if they could,
their rotten government would not
Let somebody else step
let them.
in and do it for them. Let somebody else come in and straighten
them out, clean up the country,
give it an honest, clean government,
draft some decent laws .and enforce them, build some roads and
will

some new buildings, start
some schools, put the drones to
work and give the rank and file a
build

chance to

live.

as Japan seemed to have
the best start and had already done

And

I

had shown in its own
wonderful progress what it could
were glad when
do, such men
Japan came in.
talked
to one such
I have not
most, and

foreigner

still

Korea
them who

in

living

and there are many

of

—

egre.gious
his
admitted
his
regret
error, who does not
words. I have not talked to one
such foreigner who, if he had the

lias

not
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power, would not undo all that has
been done in the last ten years.
Bad as everything in Koreea was
then, he will tell you, it was not
so bad as to deserve what is now.
Korea needed an external force
but not such as Japan has been.
For that is one great consequence
of Japan’s rule of Korea;
has
it
forfeited its right of moral leadership in the reconstruction of the
Far East. It has proved its unfitness for that role. In doing so it
has lost as great an opportunity as
ever fell to a nation. Had it done
decently by Korea it would have
made itself undisputed mistress of
Asia. For it also
the
story of
Korea is tragedy.
That fact must never be forgotten
by those of us who live in China.
There are many of us in this country too,

who

in

moments

of

des-

pondency and disgust at China’s
corruption and lethargy have said
that it would be better if Japan did
step in and clean up the country,
that the people themselves would
be better off under a decent government even if it were an alien government. Well, let us know now
that it is not so. Let us know that
rotten as China is and great as is
the need for a cleansing, Japanese
rule is too big a price to pay for it.
No man who has seen what is to be
seen in Korea now and has heard
,

what is to he heard in Korea now
could ever open that question for
himsblf again.
Only one thing Japan has done
for Korea' and that it has
done
unconsciously and in spite of itself.
And that is the great conclusion
taught by any study of Korean conditions.
It has given Korea a new
hope. It has given it an ideal and
a fighting spirit. It has given it
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Men are astir now in Korea
as never for centuries past. Men
are saerificing themselves for their
country for the first time in generations. They have become conscious again of
the meaning of
their nationhood. They have opened their eyes to the world outside
their peninsula and are eager to
unity.

fall in with its step.
A fresh impulse has been generated throughout Korea and it is a thrilling experience to watch its spread and
see its results. There is not a foreigner in Korea who will not testify
to his conversion to an ardent admiration of the Korean people for
what they have proved of themselves in the last year.
There is nothing to be gained
in closing one’s eyes to the facts
the
of history and blinking
at
blame which much rest on Korea’s
shoulders for what has befallen it;
there is nothing to be gained in
glossing over the wretchedness of
Korea’s state when it lost its national integrity and the need that
existed then for external intervenAlso it may be incumbent on
tion.
people of other nations to maintain
neutrality in what is an internal
war of secession in the Japanese
Empire. But beyond question the
Koreans are entitled at least to the
sympathy of all civilised people in
their independence. Whatever may
be the doubts as to the legality of
their claim, whatever may be the

doubts as to their political oualifications

for

self-government, be-

yond question they have a moral
right to it. They have earned it
by their suffering. And beyond
its
question .Japan has
forfeited
moral right to
sovereignty over

Korea

It has forfeited
misrule and oppression.

it

by

its

